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are effectively protected and a mechanism to guarantee 
progress to the goal is ensured.  The essence of what was 
allegedly being modelled is now easier to grasp.  Whether 
one does this by having a lower mutation rate and larger 
number of offspring to ensure that some are the same as the 
parent, or one copies the parent and then mutates another, 
it has fundamentally the same effect—protection of desired 
letters, which is not the real world.  My program clearly 
demonstrates the ‘fail-safe’ nature of any such ‘simulation’ 
of evolution.

The statistical analysis1 demonstrates Dawkins’ program 
is a meaningless gimmick which cannot fail to converge to 
the same predetermined goal every time, which is evolution-
ary and biological nonsense contra Dawkins’ protests.25
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The weasel returns — Truman

Doubtful climb

Evolutionary biologists would agree 
that a change requiring a number of base 
changes, each of which is without value un-
til all are present, cannot occur by natural 
selection.  They have therefore concluded 
that the origin of major groups has been a 
stepwise process, with each genetic change 
being an advantage on its own. … If there is 
no stepwise path up the mountain, natural 
selection won’t climb it.  Much thought has 
been given to the nature of the intermedi-
ate steps.

John Maynard Smith
Population genetics revisited.
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